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PREFACE

“Training seminar for national experts on Digitization,
Archiving and Management of digital archives”

“In the framework of the present project, audio-visual and computing equipment will be
purchased to allow the Albanian Music Council and the national experts of the Academy
of Sciences to carry out the planned documentation, inventory-making, digitalization and
publication activities.
Further to the purchase of equipment and a training on its use given by a local specialist,
an intensive training course will be organized on digitization, and management of
archives, including digital ones. This course will enable cultural workers to perform
high-standard digitalization of text, audio- and audio-visual materials related to
Albanian iso-polyphony and to improve their archiving skills, especially with regard to
digital archives.
This training is also expected to be useful in terms of the future national inventory of the
intangible cultural heritage to be conducted by Albania, as a State-Party to the 2003
UNESCO Convention”.

1.1 Invitation, programme and institutions
The Albanian Music Council in collaboration with Unesco National Council of Albania,
as a part of the project “Safeguarding the Albanian Folk Iso-Polyphony- a Unesco masterpiece of
the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity”, 25 November, 2005, supported by
UNESCO/Japan Funds-in-Trust for the Preservation and Promotion of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage, organise the Training Seminar “The Cataloging of Intangible Heritage in Albania”, at
28 January 2009.

1.2 Place at National Historic Museum, in Tirana, Main Hall,

1.3 Expert and assistant on Training Seminar

Academic. Vasil S. Tole

Magjistër
Klodian QAFOKU

Magjister
Armand ZAÇELIÇI

Magjistër
Ilir PARANGONI

1.4 Representative of Albanian State Institutions

Mrs. Elida PETOSHATI
ALBANIAN UNESCO COMMISSION

Prof. Dr. Miaser DIBRA, DIRECTOR
INSTITUTE OF ANTROPOLOGY

Prof. Myzafer KORKUTI
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF ALBANIA

Mr. Izet DURAKU, DIRECTOR
NATIONAL CENTER OF INVENTORY

1.5 Grettings from Phonogrammarchiv, Austrian Academy of Sciences:

Dr. Dietrich Schüller
E-mail: Dietrich.Schueller@oeaw.ac.at

Wien, 27.01.2009

Honourable Academicians, Professors, Ladies and Gentlemen!
It is my privilege to address you on the occasion of your Workshop: "Katalogimi i
trashëgimisë kulturore shpirtërore"-"The cataloging of cultural intangible
heritage"
There are few countries that have such a rich and outstanding intangible heritage
like Albania, specifically in field of traditional music. I had the rare opportunity to
enjoy this music by participating in the Folklore Festivals in Gjirokastra in the
1970s. I still retain a vivid memory of the magnificent experiences I had in
meeting the musicians, both on stage, and also in more relaxed settings.
Taking care to safeguarding these unique traditions is one of the most noble,
yet urgent tasks of cultural policies in a time of rapid globalization. Stock taking,
documenting, and cataloguing is an indispensible academic prerequisite.
In this field, Albania has always maintained scholarly interest at a very high level.
Amongst many other initiatives, a good example is the outstanding sound
collection of the (former) Folklore Research Institute, that had been accumulated
over the 50 years. This is where Intangible Heritage becomes tangible - and fragile
! - in form of recorded sound documents. I am specifically proud that the project
supported the Austrian Development Agency to digitalize this exceptional
collection is part of your workshop today.
Let me congratulate, both on your rich and beautiful traditions, and on the decisive
steps you take to safeguard them.
I wish your workshop all success!
Dietrich Schüller

1. 6 Echo of the Training Seminar in Albanian Newspapers

See more:

http://www.gazeta-albania.net/news.php?id=12858
http://www.panorama.com.al/index.php?id=24116
http://www.gazeta-shqip.com/artikull.php?id=57923
http://www.sot.com.al/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=3936
http: www.gazetametropol.com/tekst.php%3Fidt%3D56971

